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A book is lying on the shelf 

Who put it here? Have no idea 

But maybe that the Word itself 

Is waiting for us now and here 

 

The power of the Word is strong 

It can defeat, or can inspire 

It tells the good from ill and wrong 

And brings our spirits even higher 

 

We all have strings inside the heart 

That sing us songs we find appealing 

And speaking is a kind of art 

That can evoke in soul some feeling 

 

It’s not conditioned only by 

The going deeper into notion 

Its purposes are very high 

They power brain’s and muscles’ motion 

 

We live by stories we create 

We can amend our own story 

In some of them the Man is great 

That takes all power and the glory 

 

We take from nature all we need 

If we do harm, we’re justifying 

These actions, and we do proceed 

To use the strategy of lying 
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My dear reader, take a look 

It is so nice to have good weather 

The nature is an open book 

Designed for all to read together  

 

Until indeed is very late 

Please, watch your words, change your position 

And use these words now to create 

The harmony as new tradition 

 

The famous scholars, please, be wise 

In treating Words; you’re mindful masters 

And use them now to break the ice 

In understanding the disasters 

 

Interpret, share, do prevent 

The bad from coming on the pages 

Of our book — the Mother-Land 

Let balance here last for ages 

 

So bright and colourful is world 

So clear and fresh is morning air 

The Beauty also is a Word 

So, please, do write everywhere! 

 


